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1. Introduction 
1.1. Purpose and usage 
The web application EMA  helps admission committees to make decisions for applications to 
ETH’s Master Programmes, Docorates and for applications to Continuing Education 
Programmes. Simultaneously, applications for scholarship applications for ESOP (Excellent 
Scholarship and Opportunity Package) and Direct Doctorates can be treated.  
 
The target of EMA is to deliver all available information to the admission commitee online to 
accelerate their activities. Reasoning and decision making can be made without paperwork, 
because EMA has acces to electronic dossiers of the Document Management System. In 
addition, the consistency of the department decisions will be improved. 
 
EMA is based on the backoffice application ZULETH. Within ZULETH, applications are 
prepared for the admissions commitees. After the decisions have been made in EMA, the 
applications for admissions will be made in ZULETH. Thereafter, the applications are still 
visible in EMA until the beginning of the next application period (Master) or until the beginning 
of the next following semester of the start semester (Continuing Education), and applications 
from previous years are available for decision support.  

1.2. Integration of EMA within the admission process  
 
See figure 1:  
1. The Admissions Office prepares each incoming application using the application ZULETH: 
Stating the eligibility, checking the formal requirements and the payment of the application fee, 
commenting the results and checking the uploaded documents. After that, the applications in 
the Master's admission area are set to fine status "Freigabe Department" in ZULETH; for 
continuing education, the status is set to "Department". 
   
2. The coordinator defines within ZULETH for programme the members of the admissions 
committee, and if necessary assigns applications to committee members for review. The 
coordinator scans each application, verifies the details and writes a comment. If appropriate for 
the master's program, additional requirements checks are pre-defined and added to each 
application. 
 
3. Now the members of the admission committees can use EMA for the reasoning and the 
decision making of applications.  
 
4. The coordinator finalizes each application with an admission decree in ZULETH.  All 
Master’s programme applications are then visible until the start of the next application period  
ESOP applications can be treated likewise. The applications to Continuing Education (and 
Doctorate) are visible until the beginning of the semester following the start semester of each 
application. This is also the period (in the admission area CAS/DAS and MAS) in which fresh 
applications can still be entered. 
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Figure 1: Usage of EMA 
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2. Operation range of EMA 
2.1. Preparing the decision session of the Admissions 

Committee 
The members of the Admissions Committee independently review the applications in EMA, 
and provide their comments and proposals. Multiple filter functions allow to restrict the display 
of applications specifically e.g to those which have been assigned individually by the 
coordinator, to those with missing user proposal or all applications of the respective field of 
study that have not yet been decided. If an ESOP application has been submitted together with 
the Master’s programme application, it can also be approved. 

2.2. Executing the decision session of the Admissions 
Committee 

In an online or offline meeting the applications are discussed, treated, compared and decided. 
Each member can view and edit the applications using their own laptop computer. Finally, the 
Coordinators or Heads of Admissions Committee enter the decision on each application 
directly into EMA.  
In the Master's area, a list of subjects, called the requirements check, can be used to select 
and directly generate additional requirements for an application, if this is necessary.  

2.3. Answering requests 
The Archive folder allows to browse all applications to ETH master’s degree programmes since 
2013 at any time by using several search criteria.  

After the department decision, application treatment is frozen and can not be changed, but the 
applications information can be reviewed in EMA until the beginning of the next application 
period (Master) or beginning of the following semester (continuing education).  

Figure 2: Duration of applications 
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2.4. Observing applications 
Coordinators can grant access to applications to persons that do not belong to the Admissions 
Committee by registering them as Observers (“Beobachter”). They have access to the list of 
current applications. However, they do not have access to details and to internal reasoning 
and decision infos.  

3. Basics  
3.1. Login 
ETH members log in with their personal Nethz-Login via Shibboleth.  

Other Persons which need access will get a ETH guest account on request.   

3.2. Roles and activities 
Role (Master)-

coordinator 
Heads of 
Admissions 
Committee 

Admission 
Committee 
Member 

Rectorate Observer Activity 

ZULETH x  
   

Grant EMA access to Admissions 
Committee Members and 
Observers 

x  
   

Assign specific applications 
individually to Admission 
Committee Members for 
evaluation 

 x     Define additional requirements 
packages for additional 
requirements check, assign 
automatically or individually by 
application. 

 x     Prepare additional requirements 
check for each application 

EMA x x 
   

Enter decisions oft he 
Admissions Committee 

x x    Check additional requirements 
x x    Generate additional requirements 
x x x 

  
Enter own proposals 

x x x x x View applications 
x x x x 

 
View Admission Committee 
proposals 

x x x x 
 

View previous decisions of  a 
spcific university or country. 

 x x x x  View reasoning of earler 
applications 

 x x x x  Search previous applications 

 Table 1: Roles and Activities 

Table 1 lists the roles used in ZULETH and EMA: 

• The Coordinators guide the process also process the applications in ZULETH 
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• The head of the admissions committee can view everything in EMA and can enter 
decisions, but does not automatically have an authorization for ZULETH 

• The Admission Committee Members use EMA for the evaluation and for making 
proposals. 

• The role Rectorate is used for the application support. 

• Observers  may screen the applictions of  the assigned together with the dossier, but 
without access to the department evaluation data. 

3.3. Settings and Support 
EMA has several data areas that can be opened or closed individually to allows a flexible 
usage across all programmes: 

+close above the tables comments the tables columns.  

Specific areas like filters can be hidden/shown by clicking -close, and shown by clicking 
+open.  

The user settings are saved and called up the next time the respective page is selected or a 
new session is started. The same applies to all filter settings and sorting settings of the lists. 
 
The Help page offers this application manual for download.  
For specific questions or needs, use Contact (on the top right) to make a request to the 
support team. 

3.4. View application documents 
The application documents have been uploaded in eApply and are visible in EMA after the 
application has been checked and released in ZULETH. Documents are displayed in EMA as 
collection documents.  

Admissions Master: 

 

CV+Motivation  
Includes CV and letter of motivation 

Transcripts 
Includes all transcripts, ranking (if any), diplomas, and enroll conformation. 

All in One (Essential) 
Contains all documents that are important for decision-making. This collective document is 
also offered for download on the other pages as "All in one". 

All in One (Complete) 
Includes all documents of the application, also including the transcripts and diploma in original 
language 
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ESOP 
Includes all documents relevant to the decision-making process regarding the ESOP 
scholarship. 

Admissions continuing education: 

The following collection documents exist for the area of continuing education: 

 

CV+Motivation etc. 
Includes CV, letter of motivation, job reference and letter of recommendation 

Transcripts 
Includes diplomas, transcript, and job reference 

All in One (Complete): 
Includes all documents of the application, also including the transcripts and diploma in original 

All in One (Essential) 
Contains all documents that are important for decision-making. This collective document is 
also offered for download on the other pages as "All in one". 

By clicking the Pdf-icon, all documents will be dumped into one file. 

 

Admissions Doctorate: 

 

Transcripts 
Includes diplomas, transcripts 

Recommendation 
Includes letters of reference 

Supervisor 
Contains supervisor's documents 

External thesis 
Contains the application for the external doctorate 

All in One (Complete) 
Includes all application documents, including certificates and diplomas in original language 

All in One (Essential) 
Contains all documents that are important for the decision-making process. This collective 
document is also offered for download on the other pages as "All in One". 
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4. Page Overview 

4.1. Selection of the admission area 
 

On the Overview page, it is decided which admission area will be processed:  
In addition to the Master’s admission area, there is now also Continuing Education (MAS/MBA 
and CAS/DAS) and Doctorate. 
The admission area must be selected if someone has authorizations for several areas. 
Someone who has authorizations for only one level will be taken directly to the corresponding 
admission area with the corresponding list.  
The selection made is saved user-specifically, so that the next session the admission area is 
already set as before. 
Depending on the admission area, the applications and data displayed refer exclusively to the 
selected area, also on the other pages such as Archive, Applicant page, University page or 
Country page. 

4.2. How to filter applications 
Clicking  -close hides the filter area. 

Figure 3: Page "Overview" 

Figure 4: Filter Page "Overview" 
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Programme: The dropdown contains all valid degree programmes to which the logged-in 
person is entitled. By default, "All" is displayed, i.e. all degree programmes assigned to the 
person logged in. The applications of the corresponding degree programmes are displayed. 
Several degree programmes can be selected and deselected with <Control> and a mouse 
click. If no degree programme is selected, the list is automatically set to "All". The associated 
applications in the list are updated when the selection changes. The programme's column 
settings are set accordingly. For example, the columns specialisation/field of interest/tutor are 
only displayed for certain degree programmes. 
 
Country: In order to access applications country-by-country, select a country to display 
applications of a single country only. Only those countries from which applications exist are 
available for selection. 

My Applications: Clicking this checkbox shows only those applications that have been 
assigned by the coordinator individually to the Admissions Committee Member for evaluation. 
This function does not exist in the doctorate admission area. 

To Do: Checking this box shows those applications that are missing a proposal by you. 

Evaluate only: Marked by default: Only applications to be evaluated are displayed.If the mark 
is removed, all applications of the current application period will be displayed, including those 
who have been decided.  

DD/ESOP:  Filter applications with Direct Doctorate or ESOP (All, DD, ESOP) 

Proposal: Filter the list by proposals made:  

All: no limitations 

None: Show applications with no proposal 

Admit: Show applications solely assessed with „Admit“ 

Discuss: Show applications with different proposals and those with proposal 
„Discuss“ 

Reject: Show applications solely assess with „Reject“. 

Decision: Filter by the decision made by the Admission Committee: 

All: no limitations 

None: The Admission Committee has not yet made a decision. 

admit no req.: Admit without additional requirements 

admit add. req.: Admit with additional requirements 

Admit + recomm.: Admitted with additional recommendations 

rejected: Rejected by the department  
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Decision: Selection according to departmental decision (admission area continuing education) 

All: No restriction 

None: No departmental decision has yet been made 

admitted: admitted 

rejected: rejected 

wait list: Waiting list (if there is any) 

 

Decision: Selection according to departmental decision (admission area doctorate) 

All: No restriction 

None: No departmental decision has yet been made 

admit wo. eds: Admission without extended doctoral studies 

admit w. eds: Admission with extended doctoral studies 

rejected: rejected 

 

4.3. Sorting the table by columns 
 
 

Admitted x/y shows the number of admitted (x) vs. the total applications (y) in this application 
period.  

Simple sorting: Clicking a column title sorts the table by the first click in ascending order (like 
in “Country”), by the second click in descending order, the color of the column header 
changing to dark grey. Clicking the column title a third time resets the column sorting.  

Multi-level sorting: If more than one column headers are clicked for sorting, the previously 
made sortings (marked dark grey) remain. If for example the University column is sorted in 
ascending order and then the GPA in descending order, the applications with the highest 
GPAs are listed on top of each university. In addition, the selected ones are numbered above 
the arrow symbol according to the order in which they are activated. 

 
Clicking the „Clear“ button resets the filter and the column sort order. 
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4.4. Evaluate applications 
Clicking a name in the list shows the details of an applications: the decision base and a 
proposal window that shows all proposals made. You can enter your proposal and comment 
here.  

4.5. Compare applications 
To compare details of different applications in a list, open a specific application by clicking on 
the arrow symbol next to the name in the first column. The application to compare is then 
displayed in grey, with no option to modify. Repeat the operation with another application to 
toggle between different applications. 

Figure 5: Compare applications 
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5. ESOP List (only for admission area Master) 
 

This list shows all ESOP applications from internal and external applicants. It is visible beyond 
the start of the secound application period. The filtering and sorting mechanisms, and 
closing/hiding areas work alike in the Master List. he letters of recommendation are included in 
both the All-in-One PDF and the ESOP PDF. 

5.1. Filter 

Country: Only applications of the selected country are displayed. 
Admitted only: By default the box is ticked that is, only master’s programme applications with 
an ESOP application are on the list that have previously been admitted by the Admissions 
Committee, plus internal ESOP applications. (The idea is that the Admissions Committee must 
not evaluate ESOP applications if the according master’s programme application has been 
rejected. ) 
ESOP Proposal shows only applications which have at least one consent of an Admissions 
Committee member.  
ESOP Decision: Filters ESOP applications as follows: 
 

• -- no limitations 
• No Applications without consent 
• ESOP: Show applications with the department application for ESOP (Excellence 

Scholarship and Opportunity Package) 
• MSP: Show applications with the department application for MSP (Master 

Scholarship Package) 
• Preselection 1 to Preselection 3: Show applications to pursue with priority 1 to 3. 

 

Figure 6: Page "ESOP List" 

Figure 7: Filter ESOP List 
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5.2. Search result 
The columns show similar data as on the Masterlist, except that all ESOP applications are 
shown here. The sorting works the same as on the Masterlist. 
 
Pdf "All in one" contains all documents important for decision-making. It is similar to the "All 
in one (Essential)" on the Applicant page and is also offered for download as "All in one" on the 
other pages. 
 
Pdf "ESOP" contains all documents that are important for the decision-making process 
regarding the ESOP scholarship and is similar to the "ESOP" on the Applicant page. 
 
The letters of recommendation are included in both the All-in-One PDF and the ESOP PDF.  
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6. Applicant (Master) 

Figure 8: Page "Applicant" Master 
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The upper area of the screen shows the decision base (1-4), the lower area (5-7) is used for 
reasoning,  the decisions and the selection and generation of additional requirements. 
 
Arrows at the top and bottom right allow scrolling back and forth along the current list in the 
order set on the Overview page. If nothing has been changed on the detail page before 
scrolling (backwards or forwards), nothing is saved. This also makes it possible for 2 master 
coordinators in the committee meeting to use EMA together without decisions and comments 
being deleted. Save Save is only necessary if you do not scroll to the next application. 
 

6.1. The decision base 

6.1.1. Admission base (1) 

Left column: 
Title: Name, first name (appl. no. and field of interest of the application). 
Major / Field of Interest / Tutor: The selected majors/tutors/fields of interest, if available, 
field of interest or display of a selected tutor. 
Country: Click on the country or on the tab "Country" to display previous applications and 
admission decisions for this country, see Chap. 7.2. 
If further information on the country is available from the admissions office,  
an info button ( ) appears: Clicking or hovering over it displays info texts on the country. 
University:  

- The name of the university relevant for admission is displayed. 
- Clicking on the university or on the tab "University" displays previous 

applications and admission decisions for this university, see chapter 7.1. 
- If information is available: Info button ( ): Moving the mouse over it displays 

information from the admissions office to the university. 
- Archive: Information on previous applications from this university: admitted 

applications/total number of applications for the relevant degree programme 
and the same information for ETH total in brackets. These applications are 
displayed on the University page (accessible with a link via the university name 
or via the University tab). 

- Ranking: Symbol for external link Provides further information on this university 
from the ETH "International Knowledge Base". 

Teaching Institution: Displayed if a teaching institution has been entered. 
Scholarship: Indication of whether an application for ESOP / direct doctorate has been 
submitted 

Figure 9: Admission base 
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Conc. application/s: Further simultaneous applications of the applicant, click on the 
symbol to open the detailed view in a new browser window. 
Comment (AO): Information from the admission office on the application. 
 

Right column:  
Qualifying Degree: The degree relevant for admission. 
Degree Date: Date of the final examination of the degree relevant to admission 
Start Date and End Date: Start date and end date of the admission-relevant degree 
programme 
GPA: Pass grade/current average grade/maximum grade with indication whether it was 
self-calculated or not ("documented" or "computed") and whether it is final or interim ("final 
rec."," interim rec.") 
Example: GPA 4/1.2/1 document, final rec. 
Ranking: Information on the ranking, if available  
Percentile: A percentile value is calculated for certain degree programmes.  
Example: Percentile Top 67% (out of 123 students) 
Best rejected / Worst admitted: Certain degree programmes also have information on 
these values. Example: Best rejected / Worst admitted 2.3 / 2.1 
GRE: Test results, if available 
GRE Comments: Comments on the applicant's GRE test, if available. 
Department Info: Course-specific information on the university, if available 
Test Info: Information and assessments from coordinators on other tests, if available 

6.1.2. PDF-Downloads (2) 

See chapter 3.4.  
The letters of recommendation can be found in both the All in one PDF and the ESOP PDF. 
The individual letters of recommendation are also displayed in the "References" section. 

6.1.3. Further Details (3) 
 
Here is information that is actually not important for the departmental admission process, as 
the presence of the language tests is checked by the admission office (incl. minimum 
requirement). 
 
The setting of the expandable parts (+open/-close) is retained during the session and when 
browsing.  
 
Personal information with info button: Date of birth and gender can be found as a tooltip in 
the info button. 
 
English and German language skills are listed here (language test, score, comment). 

Figure 10: Pdf-Downloads Master 
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6.1.4. References (3): 

The table lists all references belonging to the application. The following data are listed in the 
row: The name of the applicant with a link to the e-mail, professional position, institution, 
country, the reference letter and the assessment (rating) for the applicant. 

6.1.5. Other Schools (Other Degrees) (4): 
If the applicant has indicated several studies: Same information per study as for the study 
relevant for admission: 
Country, University, Teaching Institution (if available), Degree (instead of Qualifying Degree), 
Start Date and Degree Date of the study programme, GPA, Ranking (if available) and 
comment of the Department (Dept.) on the field of study. 

6.2. Reasoning 

6.2.1. Proposals (5) 
Click on –close to hide the section. 

On the first line, the logged in person (identified by the initials in the first column From) can 
enter a Remark and select a Proposal (Admit, Discuss, Reject). If an ESOP application Direkt 
Doktorat (DD) exists, and the selected proposal is not „Reject“, the checkbox can be marked 
to consent. 
 
The following lines show the proposals and remarks of the other Admission Committee 
members if available. Also listed are persons who have been assigned to this application by 
the Master Coordinator. 
Under Comment, the comments of the Master Coordinator, entered in ZULETH  or EMA, is 
published e.g. “Also applied for the Computer Science Master.” 
 

Figure 11: References 

Figure 12: Proposals (Master) 
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6.2.2. Departement Decision (6) 

The Admission Committee can see all decisions, but only the master coordinator is able to 
create or change them. 

Application: Decision of the Admission Committee, also referred to as Department decision 

Admit no req.: Admit without Additional Requirements 

Admit add. req.: Admit with Additional Requirements. In this case the number of ECTS 
credits and the number of subjects are displayed if the master coordinator has 
previously assigned the additional requirements. 

ESOP: If an additional ESOP application exists, the ESOP proposition (ESOP, MSP, 
Choice 1 bis Choice 3) together with a rank can be set if the Admission Committee 
decision is “Admit”. It the applicant applies for ESOP but also accepts a MSP decision, 
‘MSP also’ is displayed. 

Admit + Recomm: Admission with recommendations.  

Rejected: If the application is rejected, a Rejection reason must be selected from the 
dropdown (mandatory). An Explanation (Commenting the details for the rejection) can, 
but must not be entered. It can be used for the Rejection Letter. 

ESOP Decision: Decision for Excellence Scholarship and Opportunity Programme oder for 
Master Scholarship Package. Rank gives the option to prioritize the ESOP assigments.   

Direct Doctorate:  Appears only if the departement decision is Admit no req. and only for 
applications to a direct doctorate.Values: <Empty>, admitted, rejected. 

Figure 13: Decisions (Master) 

Figure 14: Reject Reasons 
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Additional requirements: if Application = admit add.req.: 
a) If no requirements exist for the application, the label is displayed. 
b) If there are requirements for the application (table AUFLAGEN), the following is displayed: X 
ECTS, Y subjects. 

Tutor: Display only,  
1. if a tutor can be chosen in the degree programme 
2. if application = admit no req. or admit add.req. 
    Coordinator: dropdown filled in with the names of all tutors  
    Admissions Committee and Rectorate: Display. 

Admitted shows the number of admitted applications vs. all applications. 

6.2.3. Check additional requirements (7) 

If previously defined, this part displays a list of subjects. From this list, the Master Coordinator 
can select subjects, single or from a predefined examination block, and choice groups 
(predefined subjects in a group), and enter recommendations. By clicking the “Generate” 
button, the selected elements will then be generated as Additional Requirements for the 
current application. The other Admission Committee members can see the content but not 
change it. 

When checking the boxes, the number of credits points (ECTS= European Credit Transfer 
System) are totalled and shown under “Total (selected courses)”.  

Within an examination block, the column “ECTS credits” shows the maximum number of ECTS 
if all subjects are marked. A choice group shows in this column the minimum number of ECTS 
which must be gained to pass.  

Click on “Generate” generates Additional Requirements for the current application with the 
selected courses. The resulting ECTS and number of subjects are then displayed with the time 

Figure 15: Additional requirements 
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stamp in the Department Decision part under “Additional requirements”, see part 6.3. If the 
selected subjects or the recommendation change, the additional requirements must again be 
generated.  
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7.  Applicant page (continuing education: CAS, 
DAS und MAS) 

7.1. Application and basis for admission (1) 
 
Left column: 
Title: as for Master's admission 

Figure 16: Page Applicant (CAS, DAS und MAS) 
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Country: As for Master's admission 
University: As for Master's admission 
Degree: Degree relevant to study as for Master's admission 
Start Date and End Date 
Start date and end date of studies (as for Master's admission) 
Degree Date and Years: Graduation date and standard duration 
GPA: Pass mark/current average mark/maximum mark without further details 
 
Right column: 
Highest Degree: Highest degree 
Job Position: Professional position 
Work Experience: Number of years of work experience 
Conc. Application/s: Other applications in the fields of CAS / MAS in the same period of time. 
Display field Comment SCE: Text field for comments by the admissions office on the 
applicant 

7.2. PDF Downloads (2) 
The collection documents are generated according to the same principles as for the master 
applications, except that they are documents on applications for continuing education. 
The following collection documents exist: 
PDF CV + Motivation etc. 
PDF Transcripts 
PDF All in one (Complete) 
PDF All in one (Essential) 
 
A collective document is not displayed if there are no entries for it. Further details in chapter 
3.4. 

7.3. Further Details (3) 

Personal Information 
Display field with tooltip at info button like master application 
Adress 
Country, postcode and city of the shipping address is displayed  
Languages 
Language skills and level of the applicant 
Other qualifications 
Shows the information entered by the applicant on other qualifications as text 

Figure 17: Further Details (CE) 
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7.4. Referees (4) 

Separate section with open/close function. 
The table lists all references belonging to the application. The following data are listed in the 
row: The name of the applicant with a link to the e-mail, professional position, institution, 
country, the reference letter and the assessment (rating) for the applicant. 

7.5. Work experience (5) 

Separate section with open/close function. 
Above:  
Current Job Position and total work experience in years 
 
The following data are listed per position: 
From, To, Company, Position 

7.6. Higher education (6) 

Separate section with open/close function. 
As with the Master's application ("Other Degrees"), the following applies:  
Entry per university: 
Country 
University 
Main subject 
Degree 
Start Date und End  
Degree Date und Years 
GPA 

Figure 18: Referees (CE) 

Figure 19: Work experience (CE) 

Figure 20: Higher education (CE) 
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7.7. Proposal (7) 

Works the same way as on the master list: On the first line, the logged-in person, marked with 
the name abbreviation under From, can enter a Remark and a Proposal (Admit, Discuss, 
Reject), there is no DD or Esop in the further training. 
 
Comment  
Coordinator role: editable, Admissions Committee and Rectorate roles: display only. 
 
Department Decision 
Only the Coordinator role may enter or change this information for rough status 6 
(Department). The other roles can only view them.  
 
Application  
As for Master's applications:  

- Coordinator: Dropdown for selection in the case of applications that have not 
yet been decided. 

- Admissions Committee and Rectorate: Display. 
Rejection Reason  
As for Master's applications: Display only if Application = rejected 

- Coordinator: Dropdown for selection. 
- Admissions Committee and Rectorate: Display 

Explanation 
No ESOP applications.  
Continuing Education: Display only if Application = rejected 

- Coordinator: Free text field for additional justification. 
- Admissions Committee and Rectorate: Display. 

Admitted x/y  
Admitted applications / total applications, same as advertisement on Overview  
 

Figure 21: Proposals (CE) 
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8. Applicant (Doctorate) 

 
For the selected application, the most important information on the doctorate is listed in the 
upper part. Then the information on the studies relevant for admission and are listed (in 
exceptional cases, e.g. in the case of a diploma study, only one study could be listed). Arrows 
at the top and bottom right allow scrolling back and forth along the current list in the order set 
on the Overview page. If nothing has been changed on the detail page before scrolling 

Figure 1: Applicant (Doctorate) 
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(backwards or forwards), nothing is saved. This also makes it possible for 2 coordinators in the 
committee meeting to use EMA together without decisions and comments being deleted. Save 
Save is only necessary if you do not scroll to the next application. 

8.1. Basis for decision-making 

8.1.1. General information on the doctorate (1) 
 

Left column: 
Titel: Name, first name (appl. no. and subject of application) 
Thesis Supervisor: Title, surname and first name of the supervisor. 
Second Supervisor: Title, surname and first name of the second supervisor. 
Admission Request: The admission request, filled in by the AkD.Doktoratsadministration in 
ZULETH 
There are six values: 
- ETH, without extended doctoral studies 
- ETH, consider extended doctoral studies 
- ETH, extended doctoral studies compulsory 
- EXTERN, without extended doctoral studies 
- EXTERN, consider extended doctoral studies 
- EXTERN, extended doctoral studies compulsory 
Comment (AO): Information/comment from the AkD.Doktoratsadministration (admission 
office) on the application 
 
Right column: 
Start Date: The self-selected start date of the application or (if already entered by the doctoral 
administration) the fixed entry date 
Thesis Type: Type of doctoral thesis (ETHZ, external, EAWAG, EMPA, etc.) 
External Institution: Institution for an external doctoral thesis 
Doctoral Program: Doctoral programme, if selected 
Transition with Supervisor: If the transition takes place with the supervisor 

8.1.2. General information on the admission basis (2) 
 
The two display blocks show the university studies relevant for admission (Master's and 
Bachelor's), in individual cases there is only the Master's study programme (Integrated Master) 
 
Left column (Master's Degree): 
 
Country: Country of the Master's degree. Clicking on the country or on the "Country" tab 
shows previous applications and admission decisions for this country. 
University: The name of the university of the Master's programme is displayed. 

• Clicking on the university or on the tab "University" displays previous applications and 
admission decisions for this university. 

• If information is available: Info button ( ): Moving the mouse over it displays 
information from the admissions office to the university. 
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• Archive: Information on previous applications from this university: admitted 
applications/total number of applications for the relevant degree programme and the 
same information for ETH total in brackets. These applications are displayed on the 
University page (accessible with a link via the university name or via the University tab). 

• Ranking: Symbol for external link  Provides further information on this university from 
the ETH "International Knowledge Base".  

Degree: The degree relevant for admission 
Degree Date: Date of the final examination of the admission-relevant degree programme 
GPA:  Pass grade/current average grade/maximum grade with indication whether it was self-
calculated or not ("documented" or "computed") and whether it is final or interim ("final rec."," 
interim rec.") 
Example: GPA   4/1.2/1   document, final rec. 
Ranking: Information on the ranking, if available 
Department Info: Programme-specific information on the university, if available. 
 
Right column (Bachellor’s Degree):  
Country: Country of the Bachelor's degree. Clicking on the country or on the "Country" tab 
shows previous applications and admission decisions for this country. 
University: The name of the university of the Bachelor's programme is displayed. 

• Clicking on the university or on the tab "University" shows previous applications and 
admission decisions for this university.  

• If information is available: Info button ( ): Moving the mouse over it displays 
information from the admissions office to the university. 

• Archive: Information on previous applications from this university: admitted 
applications/total number of applications for the relevant degree programme and the 
same information for ETH total in brackets. These applications are displayed on the 
University page (accessible with a link via the university name or via the University tab). 

• Ranking: Symbol for external link  Provides further information on this university from 
the "International Knowledge Base" of ETH 

Degree: The degree relevant for admission 
Degree Date: Date of the final examination of the admission-relevant degree programme 
GPA:  Pass grade/current average grade/maximum grade with indication whether it was self-
calculated or not ("documented" or "computed") and whether it is final or interim ("final rec."," 
interim rec.") 
Example: GPA   4/1.2/1   document, final rec. 
Ranking: Information on the ranking, if available 
Percentile: A percentile value is calculated for certain degree programmes.  
Example:  Percentil Top 67% (out of 123 students) 
Best rejected / Worst admitted: Certain degree programmes also have information on these 
values. Example: Best rejected / Worst admitted  2.3 / 2.1 
Department Info: Course-specific information on the university, if available 

8.1.3. PDF-Downloads (3) 
 

Figure 2: Sammeldokumente 
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See section 3.4 
Collection documents are not displayed if there are no documents for them 

8.1.4. Further Details (4) 
 
Personal Information 
Tooltip at the info button with information on the person's gender and date of birth  
Adress 
Country, postcode and city of the shipping address 
Languages 
Language skills and level of the applicant 
Other qualifications 
Shows the information entered by the applicant on further qualifications as text 
Employment ETH domain 
Indicates whether or not there is an employment relationship in the ETH domain.  
Work or laboratory space 
Indicates whether there is a workstation/lab space 
External scholarship 
Indicates whether there is an external scholarship 
Self financed 
Indicates whether it is self-financed 

8.1.5. References (5): 

The table lists all reference persons belonging to the application. The following data is listed in 
the row: The name of the applicant with a link to the e-mail, job position, institution, 
country, the reference letter and the applicant's rating. 

8.1.6. Other Degrees (6): 

If the applicant has indicated multiple studies: Country, University, Degree, Degree Date and 
GPA of the additional studies. 

Figure 4: Other Degrees 

Figure 3: References 
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8.2. Decision-making 

8.2.1. Proposals (7) 
With -close or +open, the proposals of the others can be closed and opened (so that only 
one's own entry is visible). 
 
On the first line, the logged in user can enter a Remark and a Proposal (Admit, Discuss, 
Reject), marked with the name abbreviation 
 
In the following lines, the evaluations of other committee members are visible, preceded by the 
proposals of the coordinators or directors. Also listed are other admissions committee 
members to whom the coordinator has assigned an application for processing. 
 
Under Comment, the coordinator's comment on the application is displayed, e.g., "Has also 
applied for Computer Science." It is always visible to the committee and can be changed to 
EMA by the coordinator or admissions manager. 

8.2.2. Department decision (8) 
The admissions committee can see the decisions; they are made by the coordinator or head of 
the admissions committee. 

Application: Decision of the admissions committee with time stamp. Users can therefore see 
when the decision was made. 

Admit o. eds.: Admit without extended doctoral studies. 

Admit w. eds.: Admit with extended doctoral studies. In this case, an input field "Required 
ECTS Credits" and a field "Recommendations" are visible (for a further description, see the 
conditions check). 

rejected: Rejection of the application. Unlike in the Master's programme, no reason for 
rejection is required here.  

Approval external thesis: Für eine Genehmigung des externen Doktorats. The checkbox 
must be set manually, irrespective of the departmental decision. 

Approval date: The date of approval of the external doctorate is set manually. 

Admitted shows how many applications have been approved by the department, including 
those approved directly by the admissions office. 

Figure 5: Proposals und Decisions 
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8.2.3. Requirements check for the extended doctoral studies  
The requirements check is a selection menu with which the coordinator or head of the 

admissions committee ticks off requirements subjects as requirements, comments on them, 
writes recommendations and generates requirements. The other committee members see the 
requirements check with the suggestions, but cannot change anything. 
 
Under "Total", all credit points from all conditions that were selected are added up. However, 
they are only automatically transferred to the requirements if the field "Required ECTS Credits" 
remains empty, which is otherwise filled in manually. 
 
The Required ECTS Credits and the Recommendations are displayed in any case for an 
extended doctoral degree programme, the required subjects only if they have been created in 
ZULETH. The button "Save" saves the entries, the button "Generate" then generates the 
requirements from the entries. 
 
If the selection of subjects or the text of the recommendations is changed, the requirements 
must be generated again. 

Abbildung 22: Additional requirements 

Figure 6: Requirements check doctorate 
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9. Previous applications and admission 
decisions 

Starting from the current application, the pages University and Country give the decision 
makers insight into earlier applications and admission decisions of the same university and of 
the same country of the application to be evaluated. If the applicant has become an ETH 
student, the study status, the current number of ECTS credits ist shown. If the studies have 
been successful, the GPA is also displayed. 
  
The filters allows to enhance the range of applications from a specific programme to all 
applications of the department, or to all applications to any ETH programme (Programme= All) 
or department (Department= All). 
Previous applications from the user’s own programme area are marked blue, and can be used 
to view all details and reasoning of this specific application.  
 
Clicking on +open  explains the meaning of the columns. 

9.1. University 

The name of the university is the page title. The result list can be multi-level sorted, also by the 
performance of ETH students (completion and GPA) , and the application dossier can be 
opened. The       view-to-compare symbol  can be used to track earlier decisions. 

Pressing the button "Clear" resets to all fields of study of all departments. 

Figure 23: University (Master) 
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The value "Admitted" indicates how many successful applications there are from this university 
(and selected field of study) / how many applications (of the selected field of study) there are in 
total. 

9.2. Country 
The name of the country is the page title. The list is sorted by University name, then by 
Programme and start semester. The sorting order of the applications on this page can not be 
changed.  

9.3. Archive 
This function allows coordinators and admissions committee members to scan all existing 
applications for ETH Master’s degree programmes since 2013 using these search criteria: 

 Application No: Application Number 

• Last Name: Family name of the applicant. Typing initial letters is sufficient for finding 
search results. Special characters are considered.  

• First Name: Surname of the applicant. Typing initial letters is sufficient for finding 
search results. Special characters are considered. 

• Department: Department that offer the Master’s degree ptogrammes. 

• Programme: Master’s degree programme 

• Start Term from to: HS stands for Autumn Semester, FS for spring semester 

• Country: country of origin of the university/college 

Figure 24: Page Country 
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• University: University or College 

• ESOP Dept Proposal: Excellence Scholarship and Opportunity Programme (ESOP): 
this criteria was introduced in order to search for specific applications with ESOP or MSP 
proposal. 

The archive search is available all year round i.e. it is independent of application periods. It is 
especially useful for processing objections, comparisons and up-to-date experiences with 
applications from specific universities or countries. For applicants enrolled at ETH Zurich, their 
performance and study result in a Master’s degree programme is also visible.(Example shown 
with test data). 

The search result list only shows applications when a decision from the department or from the 
Admissions Office has been made. These are the colums displayed . The list can be mulit-level 
sorted by clicking on the several column arrows up and down. 

Results list (Master): 

 

Name: Last and first name of the applicant 

Start Term: Start Semester of the applications (HS: Herbstsemester/Autumn Semester, FS: 
Frühjahrssemester/Spring Semester) 

Programme: Programme name 

Country: Country where the university is locasted. 

Figure 25: Archive (Master) 
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Decision: Decision of the Admissions Office or of the Department 

GPA: Grade point average of the previous study programme. 

Additional requirements: - 

• ECTS: Additional Credits  to be acquired from additional requirements 

• Subj.: Number of subjects from additional requirements 

Dossier: Complete all-in-one application dossier 

ETH-Studies: Information about the studies at ETH Zurich 

• Completion: Study status 

• GPA: Grade point average, when matriculated: Credit point weighted Grade point average 
of  all performance assessments. 

• ECTS Total: credits aquired including those of additional requirements 

• Ranking : for successfully competed studies 

Count: Number of study degrees considered for the year 

Average: Overall Grade Point Average for the year 

Stddev: Standard Deviation of the overall Grade Point Average for the year 

 
Results list (continuing education):  

Figure 26: Archive (CE) 
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The list shows the following columns: 

Name: Last and first name of the applicant 

Start Term: Start Semester of the applications (HS: Herbstsemester/Autumn Semester, FS: 
Frühjahrssemester/Spring Semester) 

Programme: Programme name 

University: Name of the last university attended 

Country: Country where the university is locasted. 

Decision: Decision of the Admissions Office or of the Department 

GPA: Grade point average of the previous study programme. 

Job position: Admission decision 

Work experience: Conditions 

Completion: Credits from requirements 

All in One: Application dossier 
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